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promise definition meaning merriam webster May 12 2024 the meaning of promise is a declaration that one will do or
refrain from doing something specified how to use promise in a sentence
promise definition meaning dictionary com Apr 11 2024 promise definition a declaration that something will or will
not be done given etc by one see examples of promise used in a sentence
promise definition in american english collins english Mar 10 2024 1 often foll by to when tr may take a clause as
object or an infinitive to give an assurance of something to someone undertake to do something in the future i
promise that i will come 2 transitive to undertake to give something to someone he promised me a car for my birthday
promise definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Feb 09 2024 a promise is an agreement to do or not do something
also when you have potential you show promise if your parents say you can go for ice cream and then it doesn t happen
you ll probably say but you promised
promise definition in the cambridge english dictionary Jan 08 2024 to tell someone that you will certainly do
something to infinitive he promised faithfully to call me every week that the government has promised that they ll
reduce taxes that promise me that you won t tell him
promised english meaning cambridge dictionary Dec 07 2023 to tell someone that you will certainly do something to
infinitive he promised faithfully to call me every week that the government have promised that they ll reduce taxes
that promise me that you won t tell him i ll look for some while i m at the shops but i m not promising anything
using promises javascript mdn mdn docs Nov 06 2023 a promise is an object representing the eventual completion or
failure of an asynchronous operation since most people are consumers of already created promises this guide will
explain consumption of returned promises before explaining how to create them
promise javascript mdn mdn docs Oct 05 2023 a promise is a proxy for a value not necessarily known when the promise
is created it allows you to associate handlers with an asynchronous action s eventual success value or failure reason
promise grammar cambridge dictionary Sep 04 2023 promise is a noun and a verb a promise is something that you say you
will definitely do i ll be here for your birthday that s a promise we often use the verb make with promise beth made
a promise to owen that she would look after his dog whenever he was away now she regrets it
promise meaning of promise in longman dictionary of Aug 03 2023 thesaurus promise to tell someone that you will
definitely do something or that something will happen he promised to give the book back the organisers have promised
that this year s event will take place swear to make a very serious and sincere promise for example in a law court he
had sworn to tell the truth
examples of promise in a sentence merriam webster Jul 02 2023 verb how to use promise in a sentence promise 1 of 2
noun definition of promise synonyms for promise she gave me her promise there is a promise of better days ahead she
never made a promise that she didn t intend to keep there is little promise of relief in the forecast they were
attracted by the promise of success
when promises become lies psychology today Jun 01 2023 when promises become lies the six most common types of excuses
for broken promises posted june 30 2017 reviewed by gary drevitch source billion photos shutterstock intimate
partners must
19 synonyms antonyms for promised thesaurus com Apr 30 2023 find 19 different ways to say promised along with
antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com
promise verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Mar 30 2023 promise intransitive transitive to tell somebody
that you will definitely do or not do something or that something will definitely happen we haven t got time to go to
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the park but you promised promise to do something the college principal promised to look into the matter promise not
to tell anyone i promise
promise wikipedia Feb 26 2023 a promise is a manifestation of intent to act or refrain from acting in a specified way
at some point in the future it s communicated by one party to at least one additional party to signify a commitment
has been made
50 promises of god encouraging bible verses scripture quotes Jan 28 2023 memorize the below scriptures that promise
god s help and aid in overcoming what you are facing today pray over them and speak them out loud and you will begin
to see god move in your life for his glory and your good
promised synonyms 64 similar and opposite words merriam Dec 27 2022 synonyms for promised committed engaged betrothed
bespoken affianced bespoke vowed swore antonyms of promised unattached
promised definition and meaning collins english dictionary Nov 25 2022 agreed assured or undertaken to be given done
or take place click for english pronunciations examples sentences video
a promise 2013 imdb Oct 25 2022 a promise directed by patrice leconte with rebecca hall alan rickman richard madden
toby murray a romantic drama set in germany just before wwi and centered on a married woman who falls in love with
her husband s protégé
a promise to grads with no promise the new york times Sep 23 2022 here s the catch though while it s still possible
for most 18 year old americans to drastically improve their material circumstances the perception of self that forms
during impressionable
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